Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The measurement of perfusion has become an indispensable tool in the clinical evaluation of the brain. A number of methodologies can be applied for this purpose, each with its own advantages and disadvantages \[[@CR1]\]. While dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC)-magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT) perfusion imaging, single-photon emission tomography (SPECT), and H2\[15O\] positron-emission tomography (PET) are well-established methods for investigating blood flow in neurological diseases, arterial spin labeling (ASL) MRI has emerged as a versatile complement that warrants regular consideration in the clinical setting.

SPECT, CT, PET, and DSC-MRI measure perfusion by dynamic imaging of the passage of a contrast agent. By contrast, ASL generates an image by magnetically "labeling" water molecules as an endogenous tracer as they travel to an organ of interest. Selective radiofrequency (RF) irradiation inverts the magnetisation of arterial blood water in the region or plane to which it is applied, usually in the neck for brain perfusion, and a downstream measurement is taken as labeled spins exchange into the tissue of interest \[[@CR2]\]. In most ASL methods, the resulting images are compared to control images in which no inversion pulse is applied. The difference reveals the perfusion, indirectly related to the quantification of cerebral blood flow (CBF) in well-characterised units of millilitres of blood per 100 g of tissue per minute.

The physical basis of ASL offers its greatest advantage over traditional contrast bolus techniques: it is non-invasive. ASL does not require a gadolinium-based tracer, eliminating risk of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis in patients with renal dysfunction \[[@CR3]\]. ASL is also favourable for paediatric populations, as it avoids the technical difficulties and ethical problems of contrast agents and radiation exposure with CT and nuclear medicine techniques \[[@CR4]\]. In addition, this makes the method easily repeatable, a trait that is useful for performing perfusion-based functional MRI (fMRI) and evaluating changes over time \[[@CR5]\]. Reproducibility has been addressed in a number of studies, verifying the potential of ASL for longitudinal monitoring of CBF changes \[[@CR6]--[@CR9]\].

The main drawback of ASL is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is inherently low because inflowing labeled molecules comprise only about 1 % of the static tissue signal \[[@CR10]\]. This increases the total necessary scan time, making the technique particularly sensitive to motion artefact \[[@CR11]\]. Flow quantification can be complex, as the signal is dependent on a number of physiological parameters. Sources of error include transit time, inversion pulse profile, and labeled blood that does not perfuse \[[@CR12]\].

Publications about ASL in neurological diseases have increased in recent years. Technological improvements in MRI scanners and ASL methods are undeniable, and the popularity of ASL in clinically relevant research is growing as non-specialists become acquainted with commercially available acquisition and analysis software. However, routine clinical use of ASL is still limited to few centres \[[@CR13]\]. Detre et al. \[[@CR14]\] find it 'perplexing' that the method has not been incorporated into routine clinical practice, while Golay and Guenther \[[@CR13]\] perceive a 'lack of enthusiasm from the clinical community'. Why is this? There are a number of potential factors, such as the low SNR compared to other imaging modalities. ASL techniques can be complicated and have traditionally not been widely compatible with commercial scanners. The utility and benefits of ASL are often eclipsed by the greater prevalence of modalities such as DSC-MRI; some clinicians may not request ASL as they are not accustomed to non-invasive CBF quantification \[[@CR14]\]. In addition to a lack of awareness of the potential clinical utility of ASL, several other issues can be identified that seem to impede widespread clinical use. These include difficulties with image post-processing, a wide variety of available acquisition techniques and parameters, and a lack of guidelines for interpretation \[[@CR15]\]. Communication may resolve some of these issues. The establishment of the ASL network has been a joint effort to rectify the ASL information gap by providing a centralised communication platform \[[@CR13]\]. The recently published white paper on the clinical implementation of ASL \[[@CR16]\] aims to reduce the confusion that comes with the many different implementations and provides clear guidelines for sequence implementation.

In this review paper, we describe how to use ASL imaging of the brain clinically, particularly for those neurological diseases with ample evidence of ASL's clinical value: cerebrovascular disease, dementia, and neuro-oncology. We also provide some technical background and recommendations on how to optimally acquire ASL images in line with the white paper \[[@CR16]\]. We aim to provide the reader with clinically relevant and practical information to confidently implement and use ASL of the brain in their routine practice.

ASL technique and acquisition {#Sec2}
=============================

ASL provides quantitative parametric images of tissue perfusion. For that purpose, it uses the water in arterial blood as an endogenous, freely diffusible contrast medium. The main physiological parameter that is measured with ASL is CBF, which determines the delivery rate of oxygen and nutrients to the capillary bed and is expressed as the volume of blood per volume of tissue per minute (ml 100 g^−1^ min^−1^).

Physical and physiological principles {#Sec3}
-------------------------------------

ASL's aim is the assessment of tissue perfusion rate, which is very different from macrovascular blood flow. Tissue perfusion, or the exchange of water and nutrients with the tissue, happens along the entire length of the capillaries (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). ASL basically 'follows' blood water molecules from the arterial compartment all the way to the tissue capillary bed, using them as a free diffusible tracer. ASL is easily carried out by the inversion or saturation of the magnetisation along the *Z*-axis of blood water molecules in the feeding arteries. This part of the ASL acquisition is called the labeling. Following the labeling, time is allowed for the blood to travel to the tissue: the so-called post-labeling delay (PLD) or inversion time for certain ASL techniques. The delay is chosen such that images are ideally acquired at the time of exchange of the water molecules with the tissue magnetisation (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Arterial blood labeling is achieved by a combination of RF pulses and gradients in order to invert the longitudinal magnetisation (T1) of blood water protons.Fig. 1Capillary bed where water and nutrient exchange with the brain parenchyma takes placeFig. 2Schematic of the three periods in any ASL sequence: (*I*) labeling/control period, (*II*) post-labeling delay (PLD), to allow for the magnetisation to reach and exchange with the tissue, and (*III*)) imaging period, during which the images of the brain are acquired. **a** Labeling acquisition. **b** Control acquisition. The difference between the two acquisitions only lies in the type of radiofrequency pulse and gradient applied during the first part of the sequence (yes or no labeling)

After the PLD, the image acquisition phase starts to obtain signal from those labeled protons coming from the feeding arteries into the tissue. Different types of readout can be employed. In order to differentiate the labeled magnetisation signal from the static tissue magnetisation signal, two images are acquired: one with (labeled image, Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and one without (control image, Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) labeling. Subtraction of the labeled from the control images provides the perfusion-weighted image.

Most ASL techniques aim to avoid signal coming either from the flow in vessels or from static tissue, employing for that purpose additional gradient and RF pulses. In addition, numerous pulse sequences have been developed to maximise SNR by reducing all confounding and potentially artefactual signals. In particular, multiple cycles of control and labeled images are acquired, leading to typically 4--6-min acquisition times. The need to acquire multiple repetitions may however lead to additional artefacts, such as those due to patient motion, and necessitate the use of additional strategies to obtain usable ASL data either during acquisition or with post-processing techniques.

Several physical and physiological parameters will affect the quality of the ASL image and need to be understood prior to choosing the most appropriate sequence and parameters. Relevant factors include the labeling efficiency, arterial blood T1 and relaxation times, the blood transport time through vessels and tissue (depending on flow velocity), and finally the so-called magnetisation transfer effects.

Arterial labeling efficiency is the first key aspect to a good ASL acquisition. How effectively we invert the longitudinal magnetisation directly affects the eventually acquired signal. Efficiencies, designated with *α*, can range from 80 to 98 % with currently available pulse sequences, which need to be taken into account when quantifying CBF \[[@CR2], [@CR17]--[@CR20]\].

Both blood transit time and T1 relaxation are in the order of seconds, meaning that about two thirds of the label will have decayed by the time the blood reaches the capillary bed. The optimal PLD is thus almost invariably a compromise between the arterial blood T1 and transit time. Arterial T1 and feeding arteries transit times both need to be taken into account to get a proper absolute quantification by physiological modelling \[[@CR21]\]. Ideally, the arterial blood relaxation time (T1~Blood~) is measured on an individual basis. In the capillary bed, the arterial blood water will exchange with the surrounding tissue. The ratio of tissue water versus intravascular water in the brain is in the order of 20:1, meaning that only a very small proportion of the measured water signal is affected by the magnetic label. When the labeled water enters the tissue, over 90--95 % exchanges with the tissue water instantaneously. For this reason, it is impossible to measure any labeled venous blood flowing out of the tissue, due to the very short T1 relaxation time compared with the equilibrium time (1--2 s versus 10--15 min for a nominal CBF of 50 ml/min/100 g, respectively) \[[@CR22]\].

One of the major confounds when using ASL comes from magnetisation transfer effects. The application of off-resonance RF pulses to label the arterial blood proximal to the tissue of interest will induce a reduction of MR signal that mimics the signal decrease induced by the labeled blood water exchange. This is due to the fact that protons in macromolecules have a very short T2 and thus a very broad frequency spectrum. As such, the off-resonance RF pulses used in any asymmetrical ASL sequence will inadvertently not only saturate the arterial blood but also protons in these macromolecules. This saturation will then be transferred to tissue water molecules reducing the MR signal \[[@CR23]\].

Three main categories of ASL pulse sequences have been developed, each aiming to take these factors into account with variable success: continuous ASL (CASL), pseudocontinuous ASL (pCASL), and pulsed ASL (PASL). PCASL is at present the sequence of choice, due to its high labeling efficiency combined with its ease of implementation and hardware specifications for clinical scanners \[[@CR16]\].

The ASL pulse sequence {#Sec4}
----------------------

### Labeling methods {#Sec5}

The first labeling method was CASL and was introduced in 1992 \[[@CR2], [@CR24]\]. The simultaneous application of both a constant RF pulse and gradient G~z~ prescribes a well-defined labeling plane where inflowing blood is continuously labeled during 2--4 s (labeling duration) (Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Image acquisition occurs downstream from the labeled blood, usually with a large field of view covering the entire brain, after the PLD. CASL, however, is strongly affected by magnetisation transfer effects due to the long RF pulse. Additionally, due to the continuous application of a low amplitude RF labeling pulse, this sequence is usually difficult to implement on clinical scanners.Fig. 3Labeling slice prescription (in *blue*) in sagittal and coronal views for (p)CASL. Feeding arteries are shown in *purple*

PCASL deals with some of CASL's disadvantages. In particular, pCASL avoids the need of additional hardware. Also, specific absorption rate (SAR) deposition is lower than in CASL. PCASL uses series of short RF and gradient pulses instead of the long RF and gradient pulses employed in CASL. This train of short pulses results in an inversion with the same effect and efficiency as with CASL. One drawback in pCASL is its sensitivity to resonance offset at the labeling plane, which can cause it to shift. Additionally, some spin phase shift between RF pulses can occur. Both effects can potentially reduce the labeling efficiency. Such effects can be however minimised by reducing the time gap between the consecutive RF pulses or through post-processing.

In contrast to (p)CASL, in PASL a large slab is inverted along feeding arteries during the very brief labeling phase (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The labeled bolus size thus directly depends on the slab size and not on the labeling duration such as in (p)CASL. There are many different implementations of pulsed ASL sequences, each applying different strategies \[[@CR25]\]. With PASL, the labeling efficiency is high while SAR is lower than in CASL or pCASL. This, however, comes at the cost of a lower SNR, which is theoretically only 70 % of the maximal SNR achievable using (p)CASL \[[@CR21], [@CR26]--[@CR28]\].Fig. 4Labeling slice prescription (in *blue*) in sagittal and coronal views for PASL. Feeding arteries are shown in *purple*

### Background suppression {#Sec6}

The signal from static tissue fluctuates due to physiological and thermal noise effects. This interacts with the signal derived from ASL, thereby increasing the physiological noise in the image. Therefore, after the labeling duration (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), additional RF pulses are applied to reduce the tissue signal \[[@CR29]\].

### Readout {#Sec7}

The traditional readout scheme for ASL makes use of fast imaging techniques. Until recently, echo planar imaging (EPI) has been the preferred acquisition technique. However, more advanced methods now provide alternative readouts, such as 3D-gradient and spin echo (GRASE) \[[@CR30]\]. This sequence has great advantages for ASL because it allows acquisition of the entire volume of interest in a single shot, thereby reducing the slice-dependent variation in perfusion signal due to differences in acquisition delays that are inherent to 2D multi-slice methods. 3D GRASE also has superior SNR compared to 2D acquisitions. An alternative to 3D GRASE is 3D rapid acquisition relaxation enhanced (RARE) combined with a spiral readout trajectory \[[@CR31]\]. This sequence oversamples the centre of the k-space, thus providing shorter echo times and superior SNR, but can introduce through-plane blurring due to long readout times \[[@CR32]\]. Such blurring can be reduced by segmenting the acquisition of the 3D readout into multiple acquisitions.

How to acquire your ASL scan {#Sec8}
----------------------------

The white paper recommends a pCASL labeling scheme, combined with background suppression and a segmented 3D readout. SNR will be better at high field, so 3 T is preferred, especially in patient populations with slow or poor blood flow \[[@CR16]\]. At 1.5 T, ASL is feasible when blood flow is not too compromised and in the paediatric population but will require longer scanning times to obtain sufficient signal.

Phased array coils (eight or more channels) are recommended to provide higher SNR especially in the cortex. These coils also allow parallel imaging techniques and may thereby accelerate the acquisition \[[@CR33]\].

### Field strength {#Sec9}

ASL is a low SNR technique and as such benefits from any increase in SNR possible. As the signal in MRI grows quadratically with the field strength, while the noise only linearly, the SNR is expected to grow theoretically linearly with the field strength \[[@CR34]\]. In addition to a general higher SNR, higher field strengths provide longer blood T1 relaxation, leading to a further increase in SNR, especially in cases of slow flow \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\]. The potential of ultrahigh field strength imaging (i.e., at 7 T or higher) is discussed below under '[Emerging applications and techniques](#Sec28){ref-type="sec"}'.

ASL at high field, however, also comes with disadvantages. First, not only T1 but also T2 will be affected by field strength and will generally be much shorter at 3.0 than 1.5 T \[[@CR34]\], with a concomitant reduction in T2\*. This will result in a slight reduction of SNR due to the long readouts usually employed in ASL (based on EPI or a combination of EPI with multiple spin echoes such as 3D GRASE), during which some of the available signal from the exchanged labeled blood will have disappeared. This effect should be accounted for in the quantification if one does not want to underestimate perfusion at higher field strength \[[@CR37]\]. Second, both the applied and main magnetic fields will in principle be less homogenous at 3.0 than 1.5 T. Finally, the move to higher field strengths comes with an increase in the RF deposition. Advanced methods including optimised RF shimming have now been developed to reduce hot spots in the applied RF field and are available for all ASL protocols.

All in all, despite these disadvantages, 3.0 T has been shown to be much better suited for ASL than 1.5 T, as the increase in SNR overcomes most of the potential side effects of high field strength scanners. This does not mean that 1.5 T cannot be used and can in fact be ideal for certain applications where a relatively high perfusion is expected, such as in children between 2 and 18 years old \[[@CR38]\] (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), or in other organs, such as the kidneys, for which the advantages of lower field (i.e., reduced main and applied magnetic field inhomogeneities and reduced RF deposition) will counterbalance the loss of SNR.Fig. 5Cerebral blood flow at different ages, for grey matter, white matter, and their ratio. Reprinted with permission from \[[@CR37]\]

### Acquisition parameters {#Sec10}

For pCASL, the most important acquisition parameters to choose are the labeling duration and the PLD.

The choice of PLD is highly dependent on the---presumed---blood velocity. The recommended PLD is 2,000 ms in neonates, 1,500 ms in children, 1,800 ms in healthy adults \<70 years of age, and 2,000 ms in healthy adult \>70 year of age. In adult patients, 2,000 ms is generally recommended, to allow sufficient time for proper delivery of the blood to the tissue.

For spatial resolution, 3--4-mm in-plane and 4--8-mm through-plane are recommended to achieve sufficient SNR. In segmented acquisitions such as 3D RARE stack-of-spiral or 3D GRASE, it is recommended to use 8 to 12 segments or arms. If the readout is 2D EPI or spiral single shot, a minimum echo time is desirable. Scan time for clinical purposes should take no longer than 4--5 min, to minimise artefacts related to motion. Further recommendations, also for PASL and CASL, can be found in Alsop et al. \[[@CR16]\].

### Positioning {#Sec11}

The labeling plane must be located in a region where the relevant feeding arteries are relatively straight and perpendicular to the labeling plane. Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of both bad and good positioning of the labeling plane. Prior to positioning, an MR angiogram may be acquired such that the feeding vessels are visualised. A quick, low-resolution angiogram is sufficient for this purpose. Alternatively, other landmarks can be used. The labeling plane can be placed approximately 8--9 cm inferior to the anterior--posterior commissure line in adults or approximately 1 cm below the inferior border of the cerebellum. A caveat with positioning the labeling plane like this is that the lower cerebellar sections may suffer from artefacts due to direct saturation from the RF pulses.Fig. 6Incorrect (*left*) and correct (*right*) positioning of the labeling plane. The labeling plane needs to be placed perpendicular to the feeding arteries and sources of susceptibility artefact (such as air in the sinuses) should be avoided

It is extremely important that the labeling plane does not include any sources of susceptibility effects such as air or bone close to the orbitofrontal or temporal areas but also dental fillings or metallic surgical material. These sources of susceptibility can ruin the labeling and may result in a lack of signal in the vascular territory of the vessel in which labeling failed (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 7Labeling failure in the left internal carotid artery. There is absence of signal on the ASL perfusion-weighted images (*PWI*) and corresponding cerebral blood flow (*CBF*) maps in the arterial territory of the left internal carotid artery. Note the large susceptibility artefact in the area of the left internal carotid area on the T2\* weighted (*T2\*w*) image, as the likely cause of the labeling failure. Diffusion weighted imaging (*DWI*) is normal, supporting interpretation of this finding as an artefact

### Motion {#Sec12}

Due to the fact that perfusion-weighted imaging with ASL is a subtraction technique, combined with the necessity of many 'control-label' repetitions, ASL is highly sensitive to motion. Background suppression substantially reduces motion artefacts. Remaining motion artefacts can be further reduced by using image registration post-processing techniques similar to those used in functional MRI.

Clinical applications {#Sec13}
=====================

Perfusion patterns in various neurological diseases differ because they reflect different mechanisms. Although it is useful to group incidences of hyperperfusion and hypoperfusion in large-scale analysis of ASL findings \[[@CR39], [@CR40]\], one needs to keep in mind that such outcomes can be indicative of a number of pathologies. ASL depicts physiology. Stroke and ischaemia yield hypoperfusion because they result from disruptions of brain haemodynamics. In contrast, regional hypoperfusion patterns in neurodegenerative diseases likely reflect a progressive breakdown of synaptic pathways. Hyperperfusion in brain tumours is a result of greater metabolic needs of uncontrolled cell replication, whereas ictal hyperperfusion recruits metabolites for uncontrolled electrical discharges.

Cerebrovascular disease {#Sec14}
-----------------------

The measurement of perfusion is probably most directly applicable to cerebrovascular disease and ischaemic episodes. These conditions typically manifest themselves on ASL as regions of altered perfusion or delayed arterial transit time (ATT) because malformed, occluded, and damaged vessels perfuse less labeled water than normal vessels \[[@CR41]\]. ASL has been explored for the non-invasive detection of cerebrovascular abnormalities, identification of ischemic events, and risk assessment. The technique can be combined with an acetazolamide challenge to assess the cerebrovascular reserve \[[@CR42], [@CR43]\]. The development of selective ASL, which can visualise the vascular territory of a single vessel, is particularly applicable to these investigations \[[@CR44]\].

The physiological basis of ASL may however pose difficulties in patients with suspected cerebrovascular disease. Qualitative assessment of cerebral blood flow maps can be clinically useful but may be insufficient and inaccurate in the presence of globally reduced cerebral blood flow, such as in patients with bilateral carotid disease or reduced cardiac output. ATT is well-defined for healthy vasculature but can vary greatly in disease states, possibly making conventional ASL techniques with a single PLD unsuitable \[[@CR45]\]. Slow flow is more difficult to quantify than high flow \[[@CR46]\]. Observed variability in ATT for chronic stroke patients, for example, indicates that individual transit delay times ought to be established in cases of compromised cerebral vasculature before collecting CBF data \[[@CR47]\]. Recent work demonstrated a multi-PLD technique that measures both CBF and ATT, creating parametric maps of regional ATT to better model pathological tissue \[[@CR48], [@CR49]\]. The technique was recently validated against gold standard H2\[15O\]-PET measurements \[[@CR43]\] and DSC \[[@CR50]\] in instances of steno-occlusive disease.

### Vascular disease {#Sec15}

ASL is useful for identifying abnormal cerebral perfusion caused by stenosis or constriction of blood vessels. ICA occlusion \[[@CR51], [@CR52]\] and stenosis \[[@CR53]\] have been identified with ASL by delayed ATT in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the affected vessel, findings that are validated by correlation with SPECT \[[@CR54]\]. In addition, surgical correction by carotid artery stenting has been quantified with pCASL \[[@CR55]\]. In Moyamoya disease (MMD), the extent of collateral perfusion, which is one of the surrogate markers of disease severity and stroke risk, can be assessed with ASL. Measurements reportedly agree with those of gold standard techniques \[[@CR56]\]. Most recently, Donahue et al. \[[@CR57]\] correlated ASL and BOLD measurements of haemodynamics with digital subtraction angiography (DSA) arterial circulation time, an established marker of disease severity, determining that the non-invasive MRI methods provide complementary tissue-level information about parenchymal reserves. ASL measurements of CBF for MMD have been correlated with SPECT \[[@CR58]\], as well as H2\[15O\]-PET in young adults \[[@CR59]\]. Clinical trials evaluating the predictive value of ASL for identifying high-risk MMD patients are warranted. Early identification of at-risk brain tissue in cases of neurotuberculosis \[[@CR60]\] and Hashimoto's encephalopathy \[[@CR61]\]---the latter a case study in which only CASL detected abnormal hyperperfusion---support the inclusion of ASL in investigative imaging protocols.

Arteriovenous malformation (AVM) has an associated 'steal phenomenon' that has been visualised with PASL \[[@CR62]\]. PASL was also shown to be useful in measuring the amount of shunt reduction achieved after embolisation of AVMs \[[@CR63]\], as well as confirming obliteration of AVM after stereotactic radiosurgery \[[@CR64], [@CR65]\]. Vessel-encoded pCASL was found to be as good as DSA at identifying AVM feeding vessels and their contribution fractions \[[@CR66]\].

In addition to verifying surgery outcomes, the ease of repeat ASL measurements of time-dependent CBF changes could be useful in post-treatment monitoring. Serial ASL can track the status of patients at risk of angiographic vasospasm in the days following subarachnoid haemorrhage \[[@CR67]\]. Selective ASL is useful in monitoring haemodynamic changes and potential risk of cerebral hyperperfusion after revascularisation surgery for MMD \[[@CR68], [@CR69]\]. Similarly, serial PASL upon insertion of transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunts in cirrhotic patients could help predict hepatic encephalopathy \[[@CR70]\].

### (Sub)acute ischaemia {#Sec16}

Ischaemia is identifiable by regions of altered perfusion due to anoxic damage. ASL has been used to measure global hypoperfusion in individuals in a minimally conscious state due to traumatic brain injury, stroke, or hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy, and repeated measurements can be useful for tracking clinical improvement \[[@CR71]\]. ASL has also been used to identify CBF deficits---some located in anatomically apparently intact regions---in chronic stroke survivors, a finding that may have major implications for the study of stroke-related behavioural deficits \[[@CR47]\]. Conversely, regions of hyperperfusion have been seen in patients with a history of ischemic injury, potentially due to loss of autoregulation of cerebral vascular resistance \[[@CR72]\]. ASL has also been used for investigations of stroke-like episodes in patients with mitochondrial encephalomyopathy, lactic acidosis, and stroke-like episodes (MELAS), identifying hyperperfusion in the acute phase and hypoperfusion in the chronic phase \[[@CR73]\].

Identification of transient ischemic attack (TIA) is essential for optimal patient outcome, as urgent specialised management may reduce the risk of subsequent stroke by 80 % \[[@CR74]\], but accuracy of this diagnosis is often difficult. Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) is usually recommended for evaluation of suspected TIA, but commercially available pCASL software can now increase the diagnostic yield of MRI \[[@CR75]\]. Recently, Zaharchuk et al. \[[@CR76]\] reported that pCASL was more sensitive to abnormalities in TIA patients than DWI and MR angiography and nearly as sensitive as DSC in identifying TIA lesions. When performed within 24 h, pCASL demonstrated perfusion abnormalities in TIA patients with otherwise normal imaging \[[@CR77]\]. Ultimately, pCASL may bolster confidence of diagnosis in post-TIA workup.

For the moment, it has to be said that ASL has a reserve role in the evaluation of (sub)acute ischemic stroke compared to DSC, advantageous only when gadolinium contrast agents are contraindicated. ASL can confirm the presence of regional hypoperfusion---thus ruling out stroke mimics---and rapid identification of the penumbra. Regions with reduced CBF measurements post-stroke have been shown to be largely consistent with regions of DSC hypoperfusion, and one study reported that areas of hyperaemia were more conspicuous on pCASL perfusion-weighted images \[[@CR78]\]. This may require further validation, as another group recently found that periprocedural DSC was more sensitive to regional CBF changes after invasive recanalisation \[[@CR79]\]. Bokkers et al. \[[@CR80]\] found high agreement between pCASL and DSC findings during initial evaluation for stroke. However, ASL may not detect small perfusion deficits as accurately as larger deficits, and utility for acute stroke may be limited to the pCASL sequence: Zaharchuk et al. \[[@CR81]\] found that CASL did not always agree with a DWI perfusion-diffusion mismatch paradigm at 1.5-T scanners. Potential benefits of ASL in diagnosing and classifying infarcts include the detection of border zone and cortical lesions \[[@CR82]\], and general identification of infarct zone is supported in other studies \[[@CR83], [@CR84]\], but the correct definition of penumbra is not fully established \[[@CR85]\].

Utility of ASL in evaluating damage and recovery of arterial ischemic stroke has also been demonstrated in paediatric populations \[[@CR86]\]. Perinatal and neonatal ischaemic strokes have relatively unclear mechanisms and few treatment options; a recent study employed ASL in attempts to elucidate brain haemodynamics, demonstrating its feasibility in newborns and supporting its inclusion in MRI protocols \[[@CR87]\]. Furthermore, Pienaar et al. \[[@CR88]\] produced a quantitative measure to associate regional hyperperfusion with decreased DWI diffusion upon neonatal ischemic insult.

### Chronic ischaemia and cerebrovascular reserve {#Sec17}

While ASL in the context of (sub)acute ischaemia has probably only limited value, its role in assessing risks and consequences of chronic cerebrovascular disease is supported by the published literature. In particular, ASL can be used to assess the cerebrovascular reserve and the hypoperfusion syndrome. The cerebrovascular reserve capacity (CRC) describes to what extent cerebral perfusion is able to increase in the context of vasodilatatory challenges, such as with CO~2~ inhalation or acetazolamide injection. In patients with chronic cerebral hypoperfusion, this reserve is limited due to the fact that the vascular bed is already dilated at baseline, and its capacity to dilate due to vasodilatory challenge is exhausted. While at present the CRC is not taken into account to set the indication for carotid artery surgery \[[@CR89], [@CR90]\], recent studies indicate that the risk of cerebral infarction in patients with carotid artery stenosis is considerably higher with reduced CRC \[[@CR91]\]. CRC assessment can furthermore contribute to risk assessment prior to carotid artery and heart surgery.

ASL is well suited to assess the CRC because measurements can be repeated, are non-invasive, and are quantitative. Exogenous contrast-enhanced techniques, as well as being invasive, suffer from circulating contrast medium for several days, precluding repeated measurements within this time frame.

ASL has been combined with acetazolamide challenge to assess cerebrovascular reactivity \[[@CR42], [@CR43]\], allowing for identification of tissue at highest risk for possible stroke \[[@CR92]\]. A recent study related ASL measurements to BOLD activity upon acetazolamide challenge, indicating that CBF measurements contain crucial information not identified with BOLD alone \[[@CR93]\].

The effects of treatment can be assessed with ASL. For instance, a study comparing the results of carotid angioplasty with stent placement to those of carotid endarterectomy illustrated restoration of collateral blood flow distribution and normalisation of regional CBF \[[@CR94]\].

White matter lesions (WML) are one hallmark of small vessel disease yet are also seen in neuroinflammation, gliosis, and other neurodegenerative processes \[[@CR95], [@CR96]\]. While it is currently unclear if ASL perfusion quantification can distinguish between WML types, one study reported correlation between perfusion disturbances and the extent of white matter disease, with later-stage WML subjects exhibiting decreased CBF in both white and grey matter \[[@CR97]\]. Sensitivity of ASL is reduced in white matter, due to lower CBF and longer ATT than grey matter, but recent methodological advances including higher field strength, pCASL, and sequence optimisation can address that challenge \[[@CR98], [@CR99]\].

### Clinical assessment and interpretation {#Sec18}

The diagnosis of ischaemia on ASL is generally based on reduced flow from the proximal routes. Blood flow via collateral routes is difficult to detect as it takes longer, leading to increased delays between the labeling of the spins and their arrival in the imaged voxel. The main problem of ASL in studying acute or chronic cerebral and cardiovascular conditions is related to transit delay and visualisation of collateral flow due to the rapid decay of the magnetic label \[[@CR5], [@CR100]\]. Choosing the appropriate PLD for ASL is therefore crucial but as mentioned above is a trade-off against SNR \[[@CR101]\].

When the arterial arrival times are the same as or longer than the PLD, labeled spins can be visualised in the arteries feeding the ischemic tissue, a finding that has been called the arterial transit artefact (ATA) \[[@CR42]\]. Recently, Yoo et al. reported high utility of bright vessel appearance due to ATA on pCASL imaging for localising occlusions in acute stroke \[[@CR102]\]. This artefact, which in this context is thus in fact an important marker of pathology, is however not visible if a vascular suppression method is applied. Vascular suppression methods have their use when ATA needs to be avoided for optimal CBF quantification \[[@CR103]\] but should not be used when ASL is performed for the detection of ischaemia. Low ASL signal, with surrounding cortical areas of high signal intensity due to ATA in the border zones of the middle (MCA) and anterior cerebral artery (ACA) or MCA and posterior cerebral artery (PCA), has been called the 'border zone sign'. This sign was found to be more sensitive than contrast-enhanced perfusion-weighted imaging for identifying subtle perfusion anomalies \[[@CR104]\]. ATA has been correlated with improved outcome after acute stroke \[[@CR83]\], possibly reflecting the presence of collateral flow \[[@CR105]\] (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). ATA was often present surrounding the ischemic core and tended to be associated with lack of progression to infarct and better clinical outcome \[[@CR86]\]. One should keep in mind however that ASL tends to overestimate the perfusion deficit and penumbra, especially in patients with small infarct size \[[@CR106]\].Fig. 8Acute ischaemia in the left occipital lobe, with diffusion restriction on the diffusion-weighted image (*DWI*) and apparent diffusion coefficient (*ADC*) map, and high signal intensity on the T2 weighted (*T2w*) images. The colour-coded cerebral blood flow (*CBF*) map shows hypoperfusion in the ischaemic region, with the *arrow* indicating the residual vascular signal in the arteries feeding the ischaemic tissue (arterial transfer artefact: *ATA*)

ASL images are very sensitive to alterations or physiological variants of the brain drainage and circulation (circle of Willis normal variants and developmental venous anomalies), and they can be used to detect AVMs (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}) or fistulas (AVF), quantify the arteriovenous shunting, and evaluate CBF alteration in the adjacent and distant brain tissue \[[@CR107]\]. If a significant asymmetry of brain perfusion is detected on the ASL or CBF maps, it is important to review all the standard MR sequences acquired and to add MR angiography to evaluate or exclude the presence of possible normal variants or of pathologic vascular shunts which can cause the alteration of the brain perfusion.Fig. 9Post-contrast T1 weighted (*T1w*: *top row*) and perfusion-weighted images (*PWI*: *bottom row*) obtained with ASL of an arteriovenous malformation as evidenced by digital subtraction angiography (*right column*: *DSA*). The *arrows* indicate high signal in the draining veins

Dementia {#Sec19}
--------

Diagnosis and evaluation of neurodegenerative disease is a rapidly expanding application of ASL, particularly with recent growth in biomarker exploration for Alzheimer's disease (AD) and dementia \[[@CR108]\]. Not only does the quantification of perfusion offer a role in monitoring disease progression, which is potentially useful for clinical trials of new therapies, it may also be able to provide helpful diagnostic information if characteristic perfusion patterns can be established. Changes in brain metabolism and perfusion often precede observable structural changes such as atrophy in neurodegenerative diseases. This is most commonly assessed with fluor-deoxyglucose (FDG)-PET, which is not always cost-effective \[[@CR109]\] and has limited availability, in contrast to ASL, which can be added to the routine structural MRI examination at low incremental cost and only 5 min of additional scan time. CBF measurements derived from ASL correlate with gold standard H2\[15O\]-PET \[[@CR110], [@CR111]\].

AD is the most common cause of dementia \[[@CR108]\]. The use of ASL in AD was recently reviewed \[[@CR112]\], assessing the technique as an emerging biomarker. Altered metabolic activity measured with FDG-PET has been linked to early pathologic changes in AD patients in multiple studies, and regions of altered perfusion measured with ASL appear to overlap with these findings \[[@CR113], [@CR114]\]. A number of studies have yielded interesting perfusion comparisons between patients with various forms of dementia and demographically matched healthy controls. ASL has detected global perfusion decreases in AD patients \[[@CR115]\] in addition to regional hypoperfusion. Both AD and mild cognitive impairment (MCI), the intermediate stage between normal cognitive decline and dementia, have been associated with hypoperfusion in the middle occipital areas, medial temporal lobe, and especially the parietal lobe \[[@CR116]\]. Similar hypoperfusion has been reported in the posterior cingulate and precuneus in addition to certain frontal and parietal regions \[[@CR117], [@CR118]\]. Frontotemporal dementia is also associated with regional hypoperfusion, though the spatial distribution is different from that of AD \[[@CR119]\], with bilateral hypoperfusion in the frontal cortex and insula and hyperperfusion in the precuneus and posterior cingulate. ASL is potentially a useful tool for this important differential diagnosis \[[@CR120], [@CR121]\].

Regional hypoperfusion as assessed with ASL may be a good predictor of cognitive decline in AD and potentially identify candidates for treatment trials \[[@CR122]\]. Regional reductions in CBF have also been correlated with known AD risk factors like the apolipoprotein E epsilon 4 allele, further supporting ASL's utility in indicating disease progression from MCI to AD \[[@CR123]\]. Findings from Dashjamts et al. suggest that ASL imaging is better than morphological imaging (voxel-based grey matter density) in the diagnosis of AD \[[@CR124]\], although Bron et al. report no added diagnostic value of ASL over structural MRI atrophy markers in presenile dementia classification \[[@CR125]\]. A number of studies utilise ASL as part of a multi-tool approach for elucidating AD-related changes, for instance alongside magnetic resonance spectroscopy \[[@CR126]\] or hippocampal volume measurement \[[@CR127]\]. Regional reduction of perfusion in AD is not necessarily related to other instances of neuropathological hypoperfusion. Proposed mechanisms for AD and subcortical ischaemic vascular dementia remain controversial \[[@CR128]\], with debate as to whether hypoperfusion is a cause or consequence of neurodegeneration \[[@CR115]\]. Yoshiura et al. found no correlation between regional ATT prolongation and regional hypoperfusion in AD \[[@CR129]\], which suggests a different mechanism than that of cerebrovascular disease. While co-occurring pathologies make it difficult for researchers to agree, vascular abnormalities have recently been suggested to play a critical role in AD pathology given known characteristics of beta-amyloid clearance dysfunction \[[@CR130]\].

As biomarker research has greatly expanded over the last two decades, reconciliation of the accumulating findings comes with many considerations \[[@CR108]\], particularly the translation of group-level findings to individual patients \[[@CR131]\]. Overall, the literature demonstrates both the technical feasibility and advantages of ASL in neurodegenerative disease. Evidence suggests that AD staging models ought to incorporate CBF changes as an early biomarker \[[@CR132]\]. The relative low cost and ease of implementation of ASL favour its potential inclusion in methods for long-term surveillance of ageing populations. Wang et al. demonstrated the feasibility and compelling clinical utility of ASL across multiple sites \[[@CR133]\].

### Clinical assessment and interpretation {#Sec20}

For the diagnosis of AD, the two regions to scrutinise for hypoperfusion are the precuneus and the posterior cingulate cortex \[[@CR111], [@CR112], [@CR120], [@CR122], [@CR129], [@CR134]--[@CR137]\]. In addition, hypoperfusion in the lateral parietal cortex bilaterally supports the diagnosis \[[@CR135], [@CR137], [@CR138]\]. This is essentially not different from the findings with FDG-PET, with which these regions are identified as being hypometabolic. Similar abnormalities, albeit to a lesser extent, can be found in MCI \[[@CR135], [@CR139], [@CR140]\]. Note, however, that hyperperfusion can also be observed in MCI, particularly in the hippocampus, amygdala, and striatum \[[@CR139]\].

An important pitfall in the diagnostic assessment of ASL-perfusion maps for AD and MCI is the fact that the precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex are more highly perfused than the rest of the cerebral cortex \[[@CR141]\] (Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Mild hypoperfusion thus may not be immediately apparent upon qualitative, visual inspection, as it will not appear as a cortical perfusion deficit. Rather, when perfusion in these regions approaches that of the rest of the cerebral cortex, and is not clearly higher, this should be considered as hypoperfusion and indicative of neurodegenerative pathology (Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}). Clearly, quantitative assessment will be beneficial in detecting such subtle perfusion abnormalities, but unfortunately the lack of reference standards, large inter- and intra-individual variation, and issues with quantification prohibit such an evaluation at the moment.Fig. 10Colour-coded cerebral blood flow maps acquired with ASL overlaid on structural T1w images show hypoperfusion in the precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex (*arrowheads*) and posterior parietal cortex (*arrows*) bilaterally consistent with Alzheimer's diseaseFig. 11Early perfusion changes in Alzheimer's disease (*AD*). *Top row*: colour-coded cerebral blood flow (*CBF*) maps acquired with ASL overlaid on structural T1w images at baseline; *bottom row*: coronal reconstructions at the level of the hippocampus at baseline and after 3 years. At baseline, hippocampal volume is normal, but hypoperfusion in the posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus (*arrows*) already indicates AD. Note that the hypoperfusion may easily be missed, as there is no clear perfusion deficit. Perfusion in this area however should be much higher than the rest of the cortex, while here it is similar to the rest of the cortex. This is abnormal. After 3 years, structural changes consistent with AD, i.e., hippocampal and global atrophy, also become visible

Neuro-oncology {#Sec21}
--------------

Perfusion imaging provides useful information about vascularisation and vascular proliferation, which is directly applicable to the assessment of brain tumours. Tumour growth requires a substantial supply of blood. Angiogenesis occurs once neoplastic tissue reaches a critical mass, and the particular function and architecture of new blood vessels are linked to tumour type \[[@CR142]\]. While relative cerebral blood volume (CBV) measured by DSC perfusion MR imaging is the most common measurement, CBF measured by ASL perfusion imaging has comparable utility in tumour diagnosis, grading, and follow-up of tumours and treatment.

While it may not be appropriate to compare perfusion values determined with different techniques \[[@CR142]\], multiple studies seem to indicate that DSC and ASL findings correlate well. Although DSC perfusion is more widely used to evaluate brain tumours, Lehmann et al. \[[@CR143]\] found that pCASL detected gliomas, metastases, and meningiomas on a 3 T scanner as accurately as DSC, and Järnum et al. \[[@CR144]\] reported a similar correlation for a variety of tumour classifications. More recently, Hirai et al. \[[@CR145]\] found that ASL measurements nearly matched DSC quantifications of regional CBF in gliomas, and van Westen et al. \[[@CR146]\] reported ASL and DSC blood volume correlation for various intracranial tumours.

Pretreatment classification of tumour types can be hugely important for timely and effective intervention. A recent study found that ASL performed as well as DWI and FDG-PET in distinguishing primary central nervous system lymphomas (PCNSLs) from glioblastoma, identifying the denser and less vascular PCNSLs due to decreased perfusion \[[@CR147]\]. This example demonstrates the strategy for using ASL to differentiate tumour types: correlating known histological characteristics with perfusion measurements to yield information otherwise collected by more invasive means. A number of other studies have illustrated this approach. Noguchi et al. \[[@CR148]\] found statistically significant differences in ASL-quantified tumour perfusion when comparing haemangioblastomas to gliomas, meningiomas, and schwannomas due to the tumour types' different vascular densities. Three-tesla PASL has been used to differentiate haemangioblastomas and metastatic tumours, which are the major differential diagnoses of tumours in the posterior fossa in adults \[[@CR149]\]. Recently, PASL showed high accuracy in distinguishing pilomyxoid astrocytomas (a relatively new WHO Classification addition) from pilocytic astrocytomas \[[@CR150]\]. This type of differentiation is essential for making therapeutic decisions.

Tumour grading is another important informant of treatment and is partly determined by the extent of vascular proliferation. High- and low-grade gliomas can be distinguished on the basis of perfusion quantification with CASL \[[@CR151], [@CR152]\] and PASL \[[@CR153]--[@CR156]\]. Relative CBF measured with ASL has been shown to correlate with relative CBV measured with DSC \[[@CR157]\]. Generally, high-grade tumours exhibit CBF above the individual mean, while low-grade tumours exhibit CBF below the mean \[[@CR153]\].

Follow-up of tumours with perfusion imaging can greatly inform management. Adult low-grade tumours undergo malignant transformation, which is characterised by a switch from avascular to vascular tumour, known as the angiogenic switch. This is yet to be measured with ASL. Perfusion in high-grade tumours can be measured with ASL before and after treatment to assess response and progression. This is useful in the context of anti-angiogenic treatment: in a case report of a patient treated for recurrent glioblastoma, ASL illustrated tumour progression before conventional MRI did \[[@CR158]\]. ASL was furthermore reported to be more effective than DSC at distinguishing radiotherapy-induced necrosis from high-grade glioma recurrence (sensitivity \>90 %) \[[@CR159]\].

### Clinical assessment and interpretation {#Sec22}

ASL is not yet commonly used for brain tumour assessment and diagnosis, presumably due to the fact that contrast is generally administered for this indication. ASL as a non-invasive technique is thus often dismissed as irrelevant, but this may not always be justified. Particularly in the paediatric population, patients after chemotherapy with difficult intravenous access, and cases of renal insufficiency, a non-invasive technique without exogenous contrast administration may be preferred. A clear advantage of ASL is that CBF quantification is not affected by T1 and T2 leakage effects with blood--brain barrier disruption, which is a major issue with contrast-enhanced perfusion techniques. Furthermore, depending on the readout sequence used, susceptibility artefacts are not necessarily an issue with ASL. The assessment of CBF in brain tumours is not different from contrast-enhanced perfusion techniques, although quantitative thresholds are not yet widely established.

Considerations and limitations {#Sec23}
==============================

Quality control {#Sec24}
---------------

As with any imaging exam, quality control is essential prior to clinical assessment. Common artefacts include motion, signal dropout, distortion, bright spots, and labeling failure \[[@CR160]\]. Motion artefacts may appear as rings or curved lines and may result in artefactually high or low CBF values (Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}). Signal dropout and distortion result from susceptibility effects with EPI-based readout sequences. These typically occur at air--tissue interfaces, such as near the frontal sinuses or mastoid bone. Metallic surgical material and haemorrhage are additional sources of such artefacts. Bright spots are random---clusters of---voxels of very high perfusion, due to residual vascular signal. As described above, note that this artefact is in fact of diagnostic value as a feature of slow flow in acute ischaemic stroke. Failure to label the inflowing blood, e.g. due to local susceptibility artefacts, results in apparent lack of perfusion in the entire affected vascular territory (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, ASL should never be acquired after the administration of gadolinium-based contrast, as the resulting T1-shortening is detrimental for the label (Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}). Note that this effect is noticeable for days after contrast administration.Fig. 12Colour-coded CBF map (**a**) with severe motion artefacts. The artefacts can easily be appreciated on the source images (**b**, **c**) as linear and spiral patternsFig. 13ASL acquisition---inadvertently---after contrast administration (**a**). While the post-processing software will provide a 'CBF' map (**b**), the source images (**c**) clearly show random noise without any signal

Confounds {#Sec25}
---------

Brain perfusion is highly dynamic and will be influenced by many factors \[[@CR161]\]. Some factors are likely to generate long-lasting global and local perfusion adaptations. These include genetics, cognitive capacity \[[@CR162]\], personality traits \[[@CR163]\], physical exercise \[[@CR164]\], and age \[[@CR165]\]. Other factors are much more variable and define a state of mind at the time of examination. These include for instance mood \[[@CR166]\], blood gases \[[@CR167]\], nutrition \[[@CR168]\], stress \[[@CR169]\], and medication use. Some of the induced changes are global and related to vascular tonus, while other local variations are the results of psychotropic effects on the brain. For the interpretation of perfusion maps and derived values, such variance should ideally be taken into account. Some changes induced by physiology, state of mind, and non-metabolism-related factors may confound interpretation related to disease states, because such changes are in the same areas and of a comparable magnitude. Especially early abnormalities might be obscured by the noise introduced by confounds and modifiers of perfusion. It is therefore suggested that studies of perfusion of the brain always inquire about possible confounds and modifiers using a questionnaire. This information can then be used to understand the validity of perfusion alterations. Where possible, corrections can be applied to the quantitative results by measuring the modifier, e.g. blood gases and haematocrit. The use of a standard operating procedure while performing the perfusion measurement is also advisable to reduce the influence of, e.g. time of day, wakefulness/consciousness, satiety, acute substance use, and the use of certain prescription drugs. As an example, drinking a cup of coffee or smoking a cigarette just before the perfusion measurement has substantial influence on both global and local quantification \[[@CR170], [@CR171]\].

Paediatric population {#Sec26}
---------------------

As previously mentioned, ASL is particularly effective for imaging paediatric populations. Non-invasive imaging avoids ethical controversy over the injection of contrast agents, and children have a higher baseline CBF signal, which results in a better signal-to-noise ratio \[[@CR4]\]. Repeat measurements, the accuracy of which has been experimentally demonstrated, are useful in neurodevelopmental studies of children \[[@CR172]\] and sustained monitoring in high-risk neonates, particularly in attempts to identify factors linked to brain injury in development \[[@CR173]\]. Though applications of ASL in epilepsy, neoplasms, and other neurological disorders have not been fully evaluated for paediatric groups, the same principles apply. Studies have demonstrated the utility of ASL in evaluating perfusion changes associated with sickle cell disease, the most common cause of stroke in children \[[@CR174]\]. However, care must be taken to not overestimate CBF abnormalities. Since most ASL studies are done in adult populations, sequences must sometimes be optimised for a younger population with different average physiological parameters \[[@CR175]\].

Quantification {#Sec27}
--------------

ASL's ability to quantify CBF is its major advantage over contrast-enhanced MR perfusion techniques. Quantitative assessment of CBF potentially allows for the use of threshold or reference values, thus aiding in the---more objective---differentiation between healthy and diseased conditions. Such an assessment is less user- and experience-dependent and more sensitive to subtle alterations than visual assessment.

CBF is commonly quantified according to the following equation for (p)CASL \[[@CR21]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{C}\mathrm{B}\mathrm{F}=\frac{6,000\cdot \lambda \cdot \left({M}_{\mathrm{c}}-{M}_{\mathrm{l}}\right)\cdot \frac{\mathrm{PLD}}{e^{T_{1\mathrm{Blood}}}}}{2\cdot \alpha \cdot {T}_{1\mathrm{Blood}}\cdot {M}_{\mathrm{PD}}\left(1-{e}^{\left(\frac{\tau }{T_{1\mathrm{Blood}}}\right)}\right)} $$\end{document}$$where *λ* is the brain/blood partition coefficient in millilitres per gram, *α* is the labeling efficiency, *M*~c~ is the control and *M*~l~ is the labeled signal intensity, and *M*~PD~ is the signal intensity of a proton density-weighted image. This is used to normalise the overall signal intensity which potentially varies due to several confounders, such as hardware and patient variability globally affecting the signal. Recommendations on how to obtain *M*~PD~ can be found in Alsop et al. \[[@CR16]\]. Six thousand is a conversion factor of the units from ml/g/s to ml/100 g/min. While many of the parameters can be estimated, it is common to use nominal values indicating that quantification is still partially based on assumptions. Nominal values are as follows: *λ* = 0.9 ml/g \[[@CR176]\], *T*~1Blood~ = 1,650 ms at 3.0 T \[[@CR177]\] and 1,350 ms at 1.5 T \[[@CR178]\], *α* = 0.85 for pCASL \[[@CR179]\], and 0.98 for PASL \[[@CR180]\].

An important aspect affecting the quantitative assessment of CBF is the partial volume effect, related to the fact that the voxel size of ASL is several times that of 3D T1-weighted acquisitions (Fig. [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, most voxels contain a combination of tissues and/or cerebrospinal fluid. Different tissues have substantially different perfusion characteristics. Perfusion in the white matter is about half that of grey matter, while at the same time T1 is shorter and arterial arrival time is longer. The partial volume effect becomes even more relevant in the presence of atrophy, when voxels contain relatively less grey matter and subsequently lower average CBF. Such unwanted effects are dealt with by using a post-processing technique called partial volume correction \[[@CR181]\].Fig. 14Zoomed in sagittal views of high-resolution T1-weighted images without (**a**) and with (**b**) CBF map overlay. Coloured ASL voxels include grey matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid simultaneously, illustrating the partial volume effect. Partial volume effects can be dealt with by using a post-processing technique called partial volume correction \[[@CR181]\]

Emerging applications and techniques {#Sec28}
====================================

For the neurological diseases discussed above, current state-of-the-art pCASL imaging is ready for clinical implementation. There are several more applications in which perfusion imaging with ASL has potential value, but these are still more or less in the phase of assessment. These include neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson's \[[@CR182], [@CR183]\] and Huntington's disease \[[@CR184], [@CR185]\], multiple sclerosis \[[@CR186]--[@CR188]\], epilepsy, and psychiatric disease. Below we highlight the latter two.

Regarding the technical developments related to ASL, we already touched upon the value and issues of imaging at high field strength. Ultrahigh field strength (7 T or higher) makes long PLDs (as long as 6 s) feasible, thereby drastically improving ASL's ability to visualise regions with delayed flow and collateral blood flow \[[@CR35], [@CR189]\]. This also opens up the possibility of more accurate CBF measurement in areas of relatively low perfusion such as the white matter and arterial border zones. Quantification of CBF is further improved at high field strength by the reduction of partial volume effects with improved spatial resolution \[[@CR190]\]. SNR increases approximately fourfold from 3 to 7 T \[[@CR191]\]. High SNR in turn allows imaging at increased spatial resolution (1--2-mm^2^ in-plane resolution) \[[@CR191]\]. Imaging at multiple PLDs, effectively mapping and quantifying arrival times into the tissue \[[@CR51], [@CR192], [@CR193]\], again is an area in which ultrahigh field strengths will be beneficial, because this technique is currently limited by low SNR, persistent inaccuracies in regions with severely delayed flow, and challenges with non-linear fitting of CBF to the kinetic models \[[@CR21]\].

A further technical development that we describe here is territorial ASL, which has great potential for the functional assessment of cerebrovascular disease.

While research studies in both these emerging applications and techniques are interesting and show promising results, proper clinical evaluation is still needed for assessing their true value and validity, and further research is warranted.

Epilepsy {#Sec29}
--------

In the evaluation of epilepsy, SPECT and PET are used to measure ictal and interictal blood flow for localisation of epileptogenic activity, illustrating increased perfusion in the critical period and decreased perfusion after seizures \[[@CR194]\]. However, nuclear medicine techniques can be expensive or contraindicated. ASL can potentially assist clinical diagnosis by quickly identifying potential perfusion asymmetries or ruling out causes such as stroke. Non-invasive measurements could be repeated to assess changes over time, particularly in response to treatment. Repeated seizures can lead to a chronic epileptic condition, demonstrated experimentally \[[@CR195]\] and clinically \[[@CR196]\], and it is thought that neuroinflammation and seizure-induced vascular alterations contribute to epileptogenesis \[[@CR197]\], warranting investigation of such changes with perfusion imaging.

A few studies have employed interictal \[[@CR198]--[@CR200]\] and immediate post-ictal \[[@CR201], [@CR202]\] PASL measurements in cases of partial epilepsy. Correlation between ASL, PET, and electrophysiological data has been shown in patients with interictal hypoperfusion in surgically intractable epilepsy \[[@CR203]\] and tuberous sclerosis \[[@CR204]\]. PASL also compares favourably to PET and electrical source imaging in identifying the epileptogenic zone \[[@CR205]\], indicating diagnostic value and potential utility in guiding intracranial electrode placement. Recent work demonstrated comparable measurements between PASL and DSC for detecting seizure-associated perfusion asymmetries \[[@CR206]\].

Ictal ASL measurements have only been reported in case studies, as seizures must coincidentally occur during scans. One patient's complex partial seizure during PASL acquisition showed ictal hyperperfusion in the typical seizure focus, a finding that was not present interictally \[[@CR207]\]. This matches the underlying pathophysiological mechanism of a seizure; excess activation requires increased blood flow to deliver glucose and oxygen. Oishi et al. \[[@CR208]\] captured PASL images of a patient during and after partial status epilepticus. The case study followed the same trends, with marked hyperperfusion in the epileptogenic zone during the seizures and hypoperfusion compared to the non-affected hemisphere once the seizures stopped. Finally, Kanzawa et al. report that the combined use of ASL and DWI was useful in differentiating non-convulsive partial status epilepticus from stroke when ictal discharges were not captured with EEG, leading to appropriate treatment and resolution of symptoms \[[@CR209]\].

Ictal perfusion imaging provides better information than interictal imaging alone \[[@CR210]\]. Since ictal SPECT only depends on injection time whereas ictal ASL requires simultaneous scanning, which is not typically compatible with electroencephalography, regular utility of ASL is currently limited to interictal foci lateralisation. Perfusion quantification can also yield valuable insight into seizure-causing lesions such as cortical dysplasia \[[@CR211]\]. Identification of such lesions is vital for pre-surgical planning and operative outcome.

Psychiatric disease {#Sec30}
-------------------

The use of ASL in exploring the neurobiological and anatomical correlates of clinical psychiatric conditions is steadily increasing. It is thought that cerebral microvasculature abnormalities may play a role in some psychiatric illnesses, the mechanisms of which are poorly understood \[[@CR212]\], but changes in regional CBF are generally attributed to changes in neuronal activity and energy demand secondary to psychiatric disease or its therapy.

Baseline differences in CBF between patients and healthy controls have been identified in several ASL studies. Chronic and treatment-resistant depression showed associated perfusion abnormalities in the pathologically relevant subgenual anterior cingulate cortex compared to healthy controls \[[@CR213]\]. Adolescent depression appears to affect regional CBF measurements in executive, affective, and motor networks \[[@CR214]\]. Late-life depression has been associated with elevation of white matter CBF \[[@CR215]\]. Schizophrenia has been correlated with hypoperfusion of the prefrontal cortex \[[@CR216]--[@CR218]\], in addition to complex patterns of altered perfusion in other brain areas. Borderline personality disorder was associated with decreased CBF in the medial orbitofrontal cortex and increased CBF in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex compared to healthy controls \[[@CR219]\].

ASL may also be used to assess treatments. Regional CBF measurements have been shown to predict response of patients with depression \[[@CR220]\] and schizophrenia \[[@CR221]\] to repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation, indicating potential for individualised therapy. Studies isolating the effects of pharmaceuticals on brain perfusion in healthy subjects allow for greater understanding of their application in psychiatric conditions, where changes in regional perfusion can complicate such assessment \[[@CR222]--[@CR224]\].

Territorial ASL {#Sec31}
---------------

Territorial ASL refers to the ASL method that provides a perfusion measurement from a specific vascular territory (Fig. [15](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"}). The original methods, based on PASL sequences, allowed for a separation mostly of each of the two perfusion territories from the internal carotid arteries (ICAs), and the posterior territory, without distinction between ACA and MCA territories or between left and right vertebral arteries \[[@CR225]\]. More recent methods, based on pCASL, allow for a much finer assessment of the perfusion territories from smaller arteries, with the caveat that separate measurements from the ACA and MCA will require imaging of perfusion in tissues distal to the circle of Willis and will therefore never be able to produce whole brain perfusion maps \[[@CR226]\]. For an extensive review on all territorial ASL methods, the reader is directed to Hartkamp et al. \[[@CR227]\]. Territorial ASL has been used in many studies of sub-acute stroke and has shown to provide additional information on the underlying pathology of lateralised lesions. In particular, it has been shown that in about 10 % of patients with a cortical lesion, assessment of the anatomical location alone results in a misclassification of the perfusion territory in which the infarct is located. The availability of a vascular territorial perfusion map allows to correct this \[[@CR82]\]. An additional potential application of territorial ASL is in the context of steno-occlusive disease, when both information on the affected vessel's perfusion territory and an assessment of cerebrovascular reserve capacity can be obtained.Fig. 15Positioning of the selective labeling planes for territorial ASL based on an MR angiogram of the circle of Willis for the right internal carotid artery (*ICA*, *red box*) and the basilar artery (*blue box*). The labeling plane for the left ICA is not shown, as this vessel was occluded and no signal was obtained. **b** Colour territorial perfusion maps showing the distribution of brain tissue perfused by the intracranial arteries labeled in (**a**). The anterior and middle cerebral artery territories in both hemispheres are supplied by the right ICA in this patient with left ICA occlusion (in *red*). The medial occipital and parietal lobes are supplied by the basilar artery (in *blue*)

Conclusion {#Sec32}
==========

ASL is now commercially available on MRI systems from all major vendors and is increasingly making its way into clinical practice. Its non-invasive and quantitative nature makes the technique especially attractive for vulnerable patient populations, such as the elderly, children, oncological patients with difficult venous access, and patients with renal insufficiency. There is currently sufficient evidence to support its clinical application in dementia, neuro-oncology and cerebrovascular disease, with clear advantages in terms of improved and earlier diagnosis. With the current tremendous research efforts in other areas of neurological and psychiatric disease, it can be expected that additional clinical indications will arise in the near future.
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